
Sport Tours International
Tour De France Game

2. Instructions
Basic instructions are displayed with a button to take you straight to the game.

1. Intro Animation
After the loading sequence, the animation will play depicting a number of bike riders zooming 

across the screen bringing in the game brand logo.

Sport Tours Int. branding will sit in a framework outside of the game.

AUDIO: Traditional French accordion based music

SFX: Zippy F1 cars zooming

3. Opening Frame
A line of sponges is presented to the user. 

The left hand roundel is the power indicator. 

4. Action
The user picks up the sponges with the 'hand' cursor and tries to hit the passing cyclists.

The street scene in the background moves right to left.

6. Bonus Points
These could be something along the lines of more time or double/treble points or specific 

marketing messages.

SFX: Crowd 'Hurrah' 'yeah!'

5. Action flow
Timer depreciates. 

A range of points are added depending on the skill of the throw and where you hit the cyclist 

eg: Head area 150pts Torso: 50pts Legs: 25pts.

Power indicator goes up the longer the user presses the mouse button.

Release the mouse button fires the sponge.

SFX: TOM AND JERRY TYPE OF HIT NOISES

7. Submission
After the time has expired, the user is taken to the data capture form. The text will exclaim the 

total number of points and detail the prize that is at stake. The user does not know if he has 

the highest score yet and must complete the form to see.

The send to a friend button will enable the user to input 4 email addresses of friends each of 

which will get an email with a link to the STI game.

If this is the second time the user has played in a row and the score is not as good as his last 

the option here will be a bad luck message and a play again link.

8. High score ladder
User can see where he ended up in the table. 

Link to play again.
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